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To: Overgovernor Kypros 
From: General Ilfaralek, Akarenti of Vivane 

After many months of investigation, we have at last completed our compilation of reports on secret societies known to operate in the 
province of Barsaive. We have concentrated our efforts on groups we identified as likely to have an impact on Theran interests; those most 
potentially useful andlor threatening appear in the first half of this collection. All of these reports, compiled by myself and Akarenti Gendel 
from the work of our respective agents, present the most up-to-date and accurate information available to us. 

In the years since the Barsaivian rabble drove our forces back to Vivane and Sky Point, we have monitored the activities of our ene- 
mies in the province, most notably the Kingdom of Throal, so that when the time came to retake Barsaive we would know as much as possi- 
ble about the opposition we might face. While planning for the establishment of the fortress Triumph at Lake Ban, First Governor Kanidris 
and Arbiter General Andreax ordered us to step up our observations in BarsaiveS cities and expand our investigations further, so as to 
learn of e a e y  Barsaivian power or faction that might oppose our efforts. We  have, of course, had operatives in most of Barsaive's cities for 
many years, including the Kingdom of Throal. However, we suspected that a number of other groups-including strange cults and various 
other secret orders-remained beyond the reach of our existing operatives. Thera's spies in  the larger cities had provided more than ade- 
quatr information about significant news and major events in those locales but could not keep track of the hundreds of small cults and 
sccret groups that call this backwater province home. Given the importance of our efforts to the reconquest of Barsaive, it was imperative 
that we learn all we could of these smaller factions to determine whether they might threaten our presence or further our interests. 

Akarrnti Gendel arrived in Vivane just a few weeks prior to the arrival of the Triumph at Sky Point. Using information gathered by 
our spies across Barsaive, Gendel and I chose the groups that would be the subject of our investigations. When the Triumph arrived at Sky 
Point, Akurenti Gendel went with it to Lake Ban, where he continued his research. Throughout our investigations we have coordinated our 
efforts whenever possible and updated each other as necessary on our progress. 

As we worked, we learned of other groups worthy of the Empire's attention and assigned operatives to report on them. Some groups 
we at first thought significant proved otherwise, while others we had initially discounted proved to be more of a threat than first believed. 

The reports that make up this document come from several authors and sources: myself and Akarenti Gendel, operatives in our 
employ and in one case by Azim Keel, chief magician at Triumph. Many are first-hand accounts from our spies who infiltrated the various 
groups. In some cases our operatives were unfortunately discovered and killed; a few chose to abandon the Empire and join the groups they 
had been assigned to infiltrate. Luckily, in these few instances we gained considerable information from our errant informants before they 
turned. 

In preparing this document, we have edited only as needed, included cross-referencing notes where applicable and provided explana- 
tory note.: when the circumstances by which a given report came into our possession are not clear. 

hleanulhile, our efforts to monitor Barsaive's secret societies continue. Should we learn of any new group that warrants attention, we 
&>ill not hesitate to inform you, General Nikar at Triumph, First Governor Kanidris and Arbiter General Andreax. 
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Secret Societies of Barsaive is a sourcebook for the 
Earthdawn game line. Presented as a work commissioned by 
the First Governor of Thera, it describes many of Barsaive's 
secret societies and grouus from the uoint of view of Therans r1 
trying to ge 
mies-and, 

" L 

!t a clear picture of the Empire's pc 
possibly, useful tools-in their on 

to reclaim Barsaive. This book describes fourteen secret 
societies known in Barsaive, including cults devoted to each % 
of the three Mad Passions, the Hand of Corruption and the 
Keys of Death. Also included are several other groups 
whose activities worry the Theran Empire in 
Barsaive, even though they pose little or no dan- 
ger to Barsaivian citizens: the network that serves 

1 
Barsaive's dragons, the Liferock Rebellion 
(formed after the landing of the behemoth on 
the Hill at Ayodhya, as told in the Earthdawn 
epic Prelude to War) and the Eye of Throal. 
Though some of these may not be secret soci- 
eties in the usual sense, many of their activi- 
ties are clandestine. and their inclusion in this 1 
book offers 
thorough u 

gamemasters and players a more 
nderstanding of their operations 

and goals. 

Secret Societies of Barsaive gives gamemasters all the information needed to run adventures and campaigns based on 
any of the groups described. Aside from the Earthdawn rulebook, no other material is needed to use Secret Societies, though 
gamemasters may find other published Earthdawn products useful. Especially helpful is the Barsaive Gamemaster Book 
from the Barsaive Campaign Set, which includes brief descriptions of several of the groups in this book, as well as informa- 
tion on the nature of secret societies in Barsaive. In addition, players may want their characters to use and learn some of the 
additional abilities described in the Earthdawn Companion, the Earthdawn Gamemaster Pack, Magic: A Manual of Mystic 
Secrets and Arcane Mysteries of Barsaive for adventures in which they will be dealing with these secret groups. Finally, this 
book picks up on many recent events in Barsaive, including the arrival of the Theran behemoth at Lake Ban and the assassina- 
tion of King Varulus 111, both described in Prelude to War: An Earthdawn Epic. 

To give gamemasters and players the flavor of the Earthdawn game world, this book is written as first-person fictional 
accounts. Each fictional entry offers considerable information about the group it describes and can also be used as a jumping- 
off point for story lines in which the player characters become involved in a secret society's activities. In addition to the specif- 
ic adventure ideas given with each entry, the goals, methods and plans of each secret society can provide the backdrop for 
countless adventures in virtually any area of Barsaive. Game information provided with each fictional account may also 
include suggestions for using the group in adventures and campaigns, statistics for gamemaster characters and creatures or 
new abilities that some members of these groups may possess. 

Though the material in this book is presented as fact and should be treated as accurate in terms of FASA's Earthdawn 
continuity, you are the ultimate author of your campaign. If a fact in this sourcebook contradicts something you have already 
established in your game or if you find it inconvenient, go ahead and change it in whatever way you feel will work best for 
your player group, adventure or campaign. 
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Being a report for Overgovcrnor Kypros on the nature and 
activities of the great dragons of Barsaive and their agents, by  
General Ilfaralek, Akarenti of Vivane. 

As you requested, I have personally prepared the follow- 
ing report on the activities and plans of the great dragons of 
Barsaive, as well as the information we have unearthed 
regarding their agents (Name-giver and otherwise). You will 
see how ominous a picture it paints of the plots of these 
ancient creatures, and how far their agents may have already 
spread through this unfortunate, backward province. I recom- 
mend taking immediate precautions against these dangers; I 
await your pleasure to discuss possible courses of action. 

ON THC DRAGoNS' 
CNNITY TOWARD THCRA 

Barsaive is home to at least seven great dragons, and 
possibly more. Like all of their kind, these dragons live far 
apart from each other in the most inhospitable reaches of the 
land. Each is a unique being with its own goals and pur- 
suits. In truth, the only thing that seems to unify these 
divcrse, indcbpendent-minded wyrms is-unfortunately- 
their hatred of and anger toward Thera. 

Our recent capture of the Barsaivian girl Aardelea has 
earned us the enmity of the dragons of Barsaive, and per- 
haps also of their kindred elsewhere. Previously content to 
let us go about our business in Barsaive, the great dragons 
have been taking increasingly hostile action against Theran 
citizens and soldiers. Even more worrisome are signs that 
the dragons are using Name-givers and others to gather 
information about Theran activities and occasionally disrupt 
our affairs. While the dragons' activities have been few and 
scattered so far, I have reason to believe that we are seeing 
the beginning of a serious, concerted effort against the 
Empire in Barsaive. 

We have so far been fortunate that great dragons are gen- 
erally not as cooperative creatures as we are. They are preda- 
tors by nature and jealously guard their hunting grounds and 
territory against all who would intrude upon them. Because a 
creature as huge as a great dragon requires a vast hunting 
ground indeed, the great dragons of Barsaive have parceled 
nut much of the land between them and steer well clear of 

each other's domains, lest a struggle to the death should 
ensue. In the past, this isolation limited the effectiveness of 
the dragons' efforts to band together against us. 

However, this limit now appears to be vanishing. The 
dragons may personally dislike working closely together, 
but their servants are not so limited. Though they owe their 
primary loyalties to their individual dragon masters, these 
servants appear to be uniting against Thera and Theran 
interests. It is this network of Name-giver and other agents, 
whose members can walk among us virtually undetected, 
that should most concern us at this time. 

THC GRLAT DRAGONS Or BARSAIVC 
Of course, one cannot understand the slave without 

first knowing something of the master. Of Barsaive's seven 
known great dragons, at least three appear to have made 
common cause against us in Barsaive, and the remaining 
four may well be aiding the efforts of their fellows in one 
way or another. The dragons most deeply involved in work- 
ing against us are those who have taken the greatest interest 
in Barsaive's people and their affairs; I believe that most of 
these dragons' anti-Theran efforts are part of a plot by the 
wyrms to seize control of the province. 

I will briefly describe Barsaive's great dragons, begin- 
ning with the three most immediately dangerous to Theran 
interests. 

Icewing 
Icewing, one of the primary instigators of action against 

us, dwells upon the heights of Mount Vapor in the Throal 
Mountains and has long been associated with the dwarf 
Kingdom of Throal. A giant beast of silvery-blue, he prefers 
the frozen peaks high above Barsaive. Numerous Barsaivian 
tales and legends claim that he willingly speaks to those 
Name-givers who survive the treacherous assent to his ice- - 

bound home, provided they bring him a gift or tribute of 
sufficient value or uniqueness to catch his interest. 

Those who waste Icewing's time are never seen again- 
no doubt he devours them. Those who please the wyrm often 
receive some tidbit of arcane knowledge in exchange for their 
trouble. Icewing sends some of his visitors on errands of his 
own devising that frequently seem to serve no purpose. The 
purposes of other errands, however, can be quite pointed. For 
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